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Azure
By Stacey Law

The pigment – Azure – the colour of the blue sky
The heavens – bewildered, blue skies beauteous
I ponder – wondering truly as to why
Why are the skies so blue? And midnight blues?
Periwinkle – turquoise – the beautiful hues
In the eve – the galaxy – the pretty stars
The planets – the moon – the crescent – the twilight
I wish I may, I wish I might, make a wish
I wish upon a star at night, the clues
The imagination runs great – I see
The horoscope – I then read the stars
And thus the characteristics I perceive
And true now – what do I intend to believe?
Dawn – the morning breaks, now I see
The beautiful pigment all over again, indeed
Azure – the sky blue colour of hues
The heavens creating a picturesque scene
Now I see the clouds – the puffy whiteness
Deliberately forming – imagery I see
The skies are as beautiful as they can be
Again I ponder, the sunrise in the sky
Beautiful colours I see – bewildered as to why
I wonder – at dusk – as the sun sets in
If I should wonder too! How it’s created
Thus the beautiful skies – colours of hue
Beauteous – we see – haven’t a clue
The skies cast hues, this I see
And the imagery is beautiful to me
Thus I wonder, thus I see the beautiful skies
Are mesmerizing to this, my very eyes.
……………………………………………………….

sunlight sky speckles
dancing rainbows of delight
springtime in the air

By Aeronwy Dafies    

The Decider
By Natalie Stevens

Half full,
Half lost.

Life’s equations,
The rules of earth are tossed.

The brain judge takes out the ruler,
To measure the sanity of mind.

The numbers are too low,
Rules of math are so unkind.

Thrown into a dungeon,
For thinking outside the box.

Broke the rules of life,
Told “This is just not orthodox.”

The gift of all the riches,
Are all mine to see.

The birds that sing and fly so free,
Who can take that from me.

The wind that blows, 
The mysteries of the sky above,

Some of life’s true riches here to love.

The wonders lost beneath the greed.
No man should walk alone,
No man should be in need.

Enough now said,
Hear no more.

Time to get back,
Behind the door.

Lock the door,
Throw away the key.

Their eyes are closed,
They do not see.

Break out of the glass,
The boundaries are broken.

The beauty of earth is at last Awoken.
………………………………………………………………

A City By The Sea
By Jane Stuart

A morning moon has risen in night’s sky
bringing a golden day for sleeping birds
that chase the light across the tops of trees
and sing us songs of wonder as they fly;
we listen to their whirring, scampering words
falling on earth through green and yellow leaves
while the moon rises, shaking clouds to song
that oceans hear while seas rise out of foam.
Blue mists wrap hours, sand shows its golden form
and winds blow on through oats that fill each dune.
The city’s windmills turn, dark shadows dance
Across streets sleeping inside winter’s moon
that fades when summer comes, and airy light
fills up the city sleeping through the night.



Of Equalled Light
By Kurt Avon Ray Green

With winter skies, now far behind
New natural forces pull and blind,
The hares of March, they start to roam,
As fading frosts lift from their home.

A hare keeps watch, for sudden gales,
A boat is blown with grateful sails,
At water’s edge, the seas do lash,
Their angered hands now grind and mash.

In ancient forests, new life buds,
Where recent rains turn floors to mud,
Like Ents woken, from their sleep,
Trees drink the dews that Jack Frost weeps.

Returning feathers, from the south,
Begin their search to feed each mouth,
A certain magic, in the air,
Hath coaxed them north to settle there.

Amongst the woods, a thousand songs,
Begin to sing it’s been too long,
They strike out chords, from random heights,
To celebrate extended lights.

His breath is heard, but never seen,
He blends amongst the evergreens,
His heart beats strong, his mind is quick,
He trots to give a sudden kick.

In meadows fresh, an egg hunt starts,
As earth-wise tongues speak ancient arts,
Upon a call, to hear his name,
The Green Man rises once again.

By ancient stones, wise pagans they stand,
To celebrate these mystic lands,
They check the time, on solar clocks,
The time has come! Spring Equinox!

Our mighty sun, of light and flame,
A day and night is now the same,
For like September’s, fading sequel,
The light and dark are roughly equal.

Our father sun, it can be felt,
To pass across our planet’s belt,
From now, so be there surplus light,
As part of Mother Nature’s plight.

We close our eyes, we sense the air,
We see the magic that is fair,
We face the south, for warming sun,
The fertile springtime has begun!

Our carbon orb, spins further still,
To banish every winter chill,
With polar axis, upper side,
Commencing an enlightened ride.

With eight more brothers, round it goes,
Where six of them have long-since froze,
Through space, our mighty earth wields power,
At seventy-thousand miles per hour.

Her northern axis, now is hung,
A little closer to her sun,
Her hemisphere above, gets warmer,
Which tilts towards her bright transformer.

Wise pagan folk, with open minds,
They sit observing skyward signs,
With Beltane day, approaching soon,
They now await a milk Chaste Moon.

Their goddesses, amongst them walk,
On Albion’s rich soils and chalk,
The wheel of time, shall rotate more,
And Blessed Be in spring once more!

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Poor Captured Star
By Arthur C. Ford, Sr.

Upon a time I once,
Ruled darkness so renowned,
The perimeter I lived,
Science shot me down.
They asked of me my name,
I told them it was “Star,”
They said I was insane
Or had drunk a celestial bar.
They shouted, “You’re so poor,
“And why have you five eyes?”
I said, “like you for fame,”
“With these, for peace, I cry.”
My shining all died out, no chance of my rebirth,
Etched on my cosmic stone “Goodbye you wicked Earth.”

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Wonderworks
(when all else fails)

By Vann Scytere

Jack  on  Vinegar  Hill  climbed  out  of  ‘Kite’,  his  time
machine. Felt glad he’d jumped Jill in Pompeii, just before
the acid rain came down. Jack, of course, was quite insane.
Like  many  nursery-rhyme  characters.  Reality  meant
nothing to him, and anyway, he was having an affair with
Miss  Muffit.  Don’t  quote  me,  but  I’d  say  Humpty  was
pushed. Trust me, I know these things. Tom Thumb had a
plum job.  I  bet  he was  on the  fiddle.  Hey-diddle-diddle.
Sure, as the wheels on the bus go around and around, this
little piggy has to go to the market. Click and the trap was
sprung, the mouse would no longer run up the clock. Jack
disappeared into his box, ‘Kite’, and, in a flash, was gone.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Life crushing inward
An inescapable trap
Truth a distant dream
I cannot escape myself
Seek momentary stillness

By DS Davidson     



Landscapes
By João Sousa

A road of insecurity
Leading into dark woodland
Blown by wind
The sound of steps on gravel
Grass crushed under soles of worn shoes
Clouds soak into the mind
She weeps

Do you smell the breeze? And
Touch the moisture visiting the skin?
Tree branches wave furiously,
Hypnotise your eyes,
Instilling fear

Do not lose balance! Firm
Your feet on moving sands:
The desert will sweep away your tears

Silence cracked by thunder
The waves echo dying on silent notes
The season stamps its dues
Liquid, the water pours – drilling into the soil
Gentle waves lick the shores of the lake,
Lost ducks float, aimless
The fish migrated seasons away
The rain imports butterflies
And locusts
The children baking cakes out of dust
Will watch their bellies grow
Men wander, aimless
Busy leaving traces
On the wind
Their footprints erased by sweat
The rain of tears make
Flowers grow on fat cactus

Torn sandals expose the sores
On women’s heels
Their babies hang from floppy breasts
The hips marking rhythms of faded hope

The concrete grew into the
Winter days
Dressed with metal windows
Men foster these lifeless mushrooms
Do monitor the gymnastics of the revolving doors
How come the walls do not
Expand and shrink
As living lungs?

Colourless,
Humanoid figures move in,
Faceless
They pour out
The air grows stale

She looks away. The window
Escapes the reach of her jewelled limbs
There is sadness traced on the lines of her eyes
The child plays white cold
Under the lunch table

Symphony
In blue
Yellow
Grey
Sunlight pierces clouds
The sky above
Eyes the earth with sad shadows
Holding the brush
The canvas’ whiteness waits
The colours melt.

Tiles
By Monica Kagan

Emma focuses on the scarlet roses dotting the white enamel
basin. Fractal patterns of colour. She looks up. Tears pour
down her face. Salty on her lips. A shroud of steam rises
from the hot bath. Her reflection vanishes at the intersection
of the two cabinet mirrors. Images of Luke's slender face
flicker in her mind.

A noise, somewhere in the distance. Banging.
"Emma! Unlock the door!"
The vibration of the wood echoes in her ear.
"What?"
"Please. Open the door."
"Leave me alone mom."
Her  heart  pounds  against  her  ribcage.  She  lifts  the

razor relishing the sharp stinging sensation as it cuts into
her flesh.

"Luke's not worth it. He's a bastard."
"Go away!"
"Help me Craig. She won't open the door."
Heavy footsteps.
Emma stumbles into the bath.
A loud, splintering sound.
She pulls the razor along her inner thigh in one smooth

movement. A volcanic eruption of pain. Her stomach roils.
Throat tightens. A torrent of vermillion.

"Emma!"
The disembodied voice fades. Her eyes focus on the

white tiles mutating into red.

The End

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Keeper of Lost Spells
By Matthew Wilson

I have gone through father's library
Trying to find the immortality spell
To prolong my life in days of plague
Now my old man's soul has gone to hell.

Father promised how to save my life
Until he died in one of the kings war
Now I tear up books page by page
That stretch in rows from ceiling to floor.

Some books have tried to burn me
The spells they shoot out hurt my eye
Attacking my fingers with frost bite
Some have sent lightning from the sky.

I wish my father had kept an index
Now I risk my life trying to save it
Opening vile human bound spell books
While father's soul watches from the pit. 
…………………………………………………………...

Sea serpent coiling
Human minds shatter at truth
Just a tentacle

By DJ Tyrer    



Open Moment
By AC Evans

Over by the door shell-suited layabouts
Catcalled the swanky clientele;
Strange signals from flirty fashionistas
In far-out drag, voyeuristic, futuristic,
It was like some film noir melodrama
Glittering lights and a roving spot
She took the stage with a sequined flourish
All hot hair, sparkly nails and
Up line coffee charisma.
Displaced neo-nihilist blues warped into
A screw-loose spectacular
Whammo! Bammo! Thank You Mambo!
Number, infrequent and moderate violence,
PG Certificate unsuitable for children.
Radical chicanery:
The lippy bootylicious beautician
With a smoky eye look,
And a string bikini,
Nostalgic for the age of silent cinema
That open moment when there was no
Swinging soundtracks, Psych or Garage,
Enjoyed a foxy line in booze and bop.
While a hotel receptionist at a corner table
Pouted longingly at her wild child escort
A phantom picked up earlier on the Metro,
A sleazy crooner in a stained tuxedo
Well, yes, actually!
Ignoring her obligatory dirt-poor upbringing
The orchestra swung into another cool strip-o-rama
Jazz head chronic turbo hand-held number
On easy-roll locking castors.
And another thing
The Divine Touch Unisex Salon
Is where it’s at, baby. On-trend?
Ask our experts.

This is a frozen waste of emotional destitution
Dark, sordid backstreets,
Pulses of rain,
Cheesy nights out,
Crosswords and puzzles off the menu,
Kaleidoscopic montage of interior shots
Mirrors, chrome, lost time
Half-asleep in the early hours
Resplendent in a box-pleat maxi
And peep-toe heels
She re-writes the art of the real as
An Open Moment
Thank you.

The Iris-Root Festival
By Bill West

The girls in light clothes
run with their long iris roots

to show that it’s spring.

Competing to show
which one has the longest root,

his robe falls open.

Amazed, they all stare
at the root’s outstanding length,

trailing white off-shoots.

The girls, out of bed,
put on their best light dresses,

which catch the spring breeze.

With their thin arms up
their long sleeves, the girls’ armpits

become slightly moist.

With its deep purple
barely showing through the bud,

the surging iris

begins its slow trip
toward full irisdom alone,

other buds nipped back

to fill the one bud
with the vigorous force of

most royal purple.

The long brown hairy
root hangs down from the dirty

hands of the winner,
who must patiently wait
for the pointed leaves to fan out.

Oh, let me see, please,
the flower that emerges

from the biggest root!

Anglo-Saxon Riddle
By Vann Scytere

(aka Arrowdor: The last Anglo-Saxon warrior still alive since 1066!)

I’m undetectable, imperceptible, a stranger to you. Without exception, the final question; essential to know. I’m invisible on 
your lips, in your eyes, in your heart. The reason for war and peace; haunting your sleep. Yet, far from traceable. Take a look: 
I’m in dark matter, you can’t see me. Every deed you do is said to feed me. Without a sound, I move across the ground and all 
that oppose me shatter. From all upon the Earth that count their days, none have known my ways.

So, who am I?
TRUTH!

Moon, stars, poles align
The universe coming right
Things stir that should sleep
Reality is changing
Life is just a footnote now

By DS Davidson    



Gantry         
By G.G. Taylor      

From Ciren to Stow,
All’s defined in a guide.
Straight. Until a curve,
Like a billhook or scythe.
   I studied it within
   The belly of a whale.
   How came the engineers
   From their tangent’s this way?
Come the following weekend,
I watch the line of scarp
Advance with their promise,
From the depth of le bas.
   Then it’s lost in a tunnel,
   Until emerging the other side,
   In a rolling landscape:
   A sense of monter denied.
I should not see Fosse Way
For a couple of leagues
- on paper, a hostile red – 
Till the fauberg’s reached.
   By then, my thoughts
   Would turn to Gantry
   Of Bantry, and all notion
   Of straightness would depart me.

First though, a stiffish climb,
By verdure of a drover’s lane,
And a curious absence
Of walls as hedges remain.
   Visitors complain at a draught
   In the passage where he’s found
   Gantry’s sign creaks on a hinge,
   As a donkey braying from his pound.
His card at the door reads
“Closed” – is something wrong,
For I am not at all early?
I peer inside, no light is on.
   There’s a bell over the door,
   And I should have known,
   One, who isn’t from this altar
   Of efficiency, should be at home.
Is it his wife I hear?
I run my eye along a parade;
With boards wheezing overhead,
Whose physical laws were made.
   Gantry descends the stairs,
   More hunched and asthmatic.
   I remind him of the card,
   He is intent upon his seat.

When his lady is there,
It’s like the amoureux of lovers.
I go on reading
A preface in the covers.
   He has a humble background
   - keeping a herd of Kerries.
   Another time I should
   Those his stories relish.
As a child with a new toy,
I vaunt a man by his livres,
“Should be read more widely!”
A bookseller always agrees.
   “He was the elder of three,
   Who became heir to an estate;
   And a castle in Tuscany.
   One always sits up straight,
And is fascinated at him.”
Gantry displays no scorn.
Those damp and wild climes
Have shaped many a thorn.

Undisclosed Moment
By AC Evans

And another thing
We look around startled
Like we just got here.
There is no definite edge;
We are in some cinema of the soul,
Or in a cinema of memory.
Layers of time.
Identity disguised.
Capture the moment
Your moment, our moment,
Any moment.
Once again
Fragments of painted angels
Float by on the solar wind
Fizzing with all tender variety,
Alive and kicking someplace else
Things nest in corners
Other echoes echo
A cosmic mirage,
A ring of fire
Sparkling solar string lights
Flicker of running film
Scratchy indistinct images
Two narrators describe the scene
A sidelong look, a glance
Is just enough
Where’s that pause button?

Nocturnal machines float across
A sky of molten metal
Demons of awareness
Surgical procedures change us
Into weird poetic characters
Way beyond naturalism
Way beyond the ruined underpass.
Outside it was raining.
Undisclosed moment.
Bad night?
Go figure.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Available Now

From Time-Buried Years
By David Norris-Key (Dave Austin)

Third  reprint  of  second  edition
containing  12  extra  poems  chosen  by
friends  and  followers.  83Pp  including
photos  illustrating some of  the  poems
and a foreword by retired teacher and
international  reviewer,  Bernard  M.
Jackson.

UK  Orders:  Only  £10.50  (including
P&P) from Indigo Dreams Publishing,
24  Forest  Houses,  Cookworthy Moor,
Halwill,  Beaworthy,  Devon,  EX21
5UU, UK (payable to  IDP)

Diana
for her sons

By Bill West

It’s unseemly
that she should die,
our willowy blonde
with the candid eyes.
She had walked securely
in a minefield
all her life –
a life that was lit by flashes.
She learned to live most publicly
and bear the boldness of our gaze,
brushed aside by those eyelashes
and the humour of that smile.
She learned to live with explosions
and grew in depth and sympathy,
understanding those in trouble,
sympathising with the maimed.
Besides her beauty,
she showed her fault,
winning all our hearts
with her very human warmth.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

The Heart Is
A Lonely Hunter

By Gerald F. Heyder

The heart is a lonely hunter
always searching, always
hoping while groping in
the dark like stranger
roaming through the park
never knowing what he’ll find,
blind luck seems the case!
silent in its quest to
learn answers to questions
the mind cannot grasp
because task is too great
therefore hesitation
is equation to make
“x the unknown”
as bird flown away!
What more can I say?
The heart is a lonely hunter
and poet is a lonely pen.
“The world has many poets,
’tis the scheme of things;
you can cage any bird
but not all birds can sing!”
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Nimbus Emporium
By AC Evans

To be continued
Impure thoughts
Cold ambient
Hum intensely when you hear the tone
Red light residents are seldom seen
Displaced by moonlight
Seriously weird
Cross over nova
Perhaps tomorrow
A plastic decoy heron stood by the door
Warning signs
Two’s company, three’s enuff
Gold dust and lipgloss
Whoa there!
Not now, darling.

The robotic arm belongs to the hotel
Neon light flickering across the street
Welcome to the Nimbus Emporium
Cocktails and bingo.
We talked to the doorman
A notoriously tough negotiator
Public enemy number one
He says
Come in and look around.
You need a steady hand for this
I thought, this is a crazy offer
Surprise deranged laughter
Empty corridor
Ellipsoidal forms clustered
A square becomes a lozenge turning
On an axis, white and black hallucinations
Yellow and violet, blue and orange, a mosaic
Several grids enclosed an axonometric cube
A black-eyed kid floated up to the ceiling
Cool cat scavengers skulked behind the sofa
No plasma sports here
Just old valves and broken mirrors
And a slide-out storage tower;
Trestle tables, sagging armchairs
A torn poster for Zippo’s Wild West Circus
But not exactly thrills and spills
Yeah, right.
…………………………………………………………..

A Hidden Night
By Jane Stuart

Last night was hidden by the moon’s mirage
that lightened sand and streaked the desert floor
until we slept and could not hear the moon
climbing above the desert’s creaking floor,
to slide across Heaven’s opening door.
That was a moment made of twists of wind
and dampened by dewdrops of breathless rain
falling like shadows through an easy wind,
blowing like desert winds that gather rain,
over, above the quiet earth again.
This last night disappears under the sun
that beams across our sky with fiery light.
Last night’s mirage was emptied by the sun
- nothing is left, except the desert light
that fills our hearts and makes for us a moon
floating across the cold, dark desert sky.

The Sky’s Reflections
By Stacey Law

My soul reflects beauty day by day
The morning sun – crept through my mind
Hues deep in my eyes – they mesmerize
I sit – I look at those prominent skies
I am bewildered at the rays upon my face
I walk hand-in-hand with GOD – the rocks I trace
I stand tall – I recollect – I am with aura
It surrounds me! It overwhelms me with awe
The prettiest thing in my thoughts I saw
Hypnotizing! I see colours of those reflections
Dancing in my mind – I see recollections
At dawn! I wake each day and I gaze
I view! I sometimes see gloom engulfing me
The freeze stepped in and the clouds are black
I stumble in my life – I contemplate
The heavenly skies – beauty can wait
Till the sun beams down catching my eye
And the wisdom of warmth – I then conclude
The hues on my face way up from the sky
Keeps my soul – beauty within me, I am at peace
And the sun’s breath – I breathe at ease
I reckon each day I have opportunity as well
Then God wakes me listening to each word I tell…
.……………………………………………………………..

Refuse… Refused
By Vann Scytere

I  parked my cycle of  violence up near the ‘back door’
and, then I blew this barrier wide open. I was hungry and
I love eating. I love pigs, too. This one in the straw house
can testify to that fact. Thought I might pay a visit to the
other two in their homes. But, first I had to offer my last
respects to the fairy that fell off the Christmas tree. Then,
my decision was to go to the brick house, where another
of  the  formerly-three  little  pigs  lived.  Hal  by  name
(according to his late brother). Let me in, Hal! (No reply.)
Can you hear me, Hal? Affirmative, Dave, I hear you…

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

Radiant
By Aeronwy Dafies

Sunburst dawn smears the horizon with blood
Across the land the dawn’s light begins to flood
From red to gold to blazing white
The world is filled with wondrous light
Radiant the sun fills the world with heat
To banish chill and rain and snow and sleet
To coax the flowers from their tomb
And urge life exit nature’s womb
The dawn of life and the dawn of day
For a while the sun with us shall stay
Heightening with summer’s approach
Until, at last, winter dares once more encroach
.……………………………………………………………

Awen will return in May


